The Keizer Community Gallery inside of the Keizer Community Center is a large and beautiful space provided as a rotating gallery space.

To show your work, contact:
Community Development Director, Nate Brown, 503-390-3700

Any artist or artist association can display their original work in this space at no charge. Display terms are for 60 days and must be scheduled in advance to allow for review and approval of work to be displayed.

The gallery includes two separate spaces:

The North gallery space can accommodate approximately 40 pieces (size dependent).

The East gallery can display approximately 20 pieces (size dependent).

The Keizer Public Arts Commission (KPAC) was established in 2014 as a volunteer advisory board to oversee the City of Keizer’s public arts program.

These programs include: outdoor sculpture display; the Keizer Community Gallery displays; public murals and any other public arts related activity within the City of Keizer.

The commission’s responsibilities are:

Advising the city council on the management, execution, installation, or placement of public art.

Advising the city council regarding establishing policies relating to the public arts program.

Review, evaluation, selection, and documentation of all public art and public murals within the city.

Final approval on the selection of public art and public murals within the city.

The commission has established policies and criteria on which to base review and selection of public art and public murals. The criteria includes artistic quality, originality, context, permanence, diversity, feasibility, scale, and community support.

The commission may recommend a budget with estimated expenditures and/or income associated with the public arts program for consideration, however it is anticipated that there will be little or no net cost to the city.

How do I? ...join Keizer’s next mural project...serve on the commission ...display my art? Visit the City of Keizer website and click on How do I?

www.keizer.org
Keizer Public Art Walk
3 mile one-way
6-mile loop

1 Twilight Reverence
and Summer Breeze
by Jim Demetro
Battle Ground, WA
jimdemetro@gmail.com
360-687-4187

2 Summer Breeze

3 Keizer Community Center
Valley Treasures Mural
Mural by Colleen Goodwin-Chronister, 2014

5 Valley Treasures
Mural by Gareth Curtiss
Olympia, WA
garethcurtiss.com
406-882-4518
Keizer Indoor Community Gallery

8 Praise

9 Iron Glory
by Ric Smith
Ric’s Rods and Relics
Salem, OR
rods.relics@icloud.com
503-507-4895

10 Starting Precious Memories
2016

12 Keizer Community Mural
Directed by Jill Hagen, 2016

11 Guardian
by Jim Johnson
Salem, OR
jjsculpt@teleport.com
503-363-8628

Keizer Fire Memorial

Keizer Library / KAA

2 Keizer Fire Station

3 Valley Treasures Mural

4 Trilat Relic I
by Joseph Mross
Eugene, OR
jmross@archivedesigns.com
541-607-6581

6 Starting Precious Memories

7 Blind Date, Praise,
and Guardian,
by Jim Johnson
Salem, OR
jjsculpt@teleport.com
503-363-8628

8 Valley Treasures
Mural by Colleen Goodwin-Chronister, 2014

A memorial to Robert A. Keilbach,
1929-1999
Lillian Crossler, A friend of the Keizer Art Association

13 Nicholed Relic I

10 Starting Precious Memories

The 2016 Keizer Community Mural was a joint project of the Keizer Public Arts Commission (volunteer citizen committee) and the local non-profit Keizer Art Association with substantial funding from the Oregon Community Foundation. The volunteer project coordinator was Jill Hagen. This mural includes portraits of all of Keizer’s mayors and twenty-two community members that were purchased and four that were provided as a result of a community raffle. More than 1,500 volunteer hours were donated to this effort over a twelve month period and over 190 local children have their handprints and footprints on the mural.